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FIGHTER SWEEPS

Though the weather was far from ideal, Fighter Command took

advantage of the improved conditions to resume its offensive over

occupied territory just before noon today with a sweep by Spitfires

over the Boulogne area.

Several wings were engaged, but only one had any serious

fighting. In the case of the others the enemy turned away as soon as

our Spitfires turned to meet them, and only a few of our aircraft

were able to fire at long range. Although some strikes were seen,

no claims are made by the pilots of these wings.

The most intensive fighting was encountered by one wing which

included a Belgian squadron. After shooting down an F.W. 190 in flames,

one Belgian pilot beat off attacks by six others and got back safely.

"I was at 28,000 feet when I fired at the F.W.190 and set it on fire,”

he said, "and immediately three Germans attacked me together. I

evaded them by diving to ground level, and on the way put up my hand to

clean my mirror. Just then I saw a French farmhouse below. A man

and woman waved, thinking my action was a greeting. I waved back

but soon stopped when I saw three more F.Ws diving on me. But I

dodged these also!”

Another Belgian pilot was attacked by three F.Ws who put two

large cannon-shell holes in his wing.

He fought back, severely damaged one German fighter, and flew

his aircraft back safely. Two other pilots of this squadron claim

to have damaged enemy fighters.

Another squadron in the wing was attacked by 12 F.Ws at 30,000

feet and turned to meet them, severely damaging one before the rest

flew off.

Two of our aircraft are missing.


